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The primary objective of this paper is to shovv that semicomplex structures 
may be employed to define a local fixed point index on the category whose objects 
are all finite unions of compact, convex subsets of locally convex topological 
vector spaces and whose morphisms are all continuous maps between its objects. 
This is established via the use of the Ic* spaces introduced by Lefschetz to 
generalize absolute neighborhood retracts. 
1, IN*~R~DUCTION 
A long sequence of generalizations of Brouwer’s original fixed point 
theorem for the 12-cell led to TychonofI’s proof in 1935 [12] that every 
compact, convex subset of a locally convex topological vector space has 
the fixed point property. If the hypothesis that the locally convex space 
be metrizable is added, then the compact, convex subset is an absolute 
retract (AR) [I, p. 851 and the conclusion of Tychonoff’s theorem follows 
from the Lefschetz fixed point theorem. 
There have been several methods used to refine the notion of a global 
fixed point index-provided by the Lefschetz number of a map-to 
produce a local fixed point index. One approach to this problem is found 
in the work of Leray and Schauder culminating in the convexoid spaces 
of Leray [G-8]. A second method that more closely followed Lefschetz’s 
work was introduced by F. Browder in his paper on semicomplexes [6]. 
This concept, and its relation with the work of Lefschctz, has been 
further studied by the author in [9-l J], 
The reader can find detailed historical notes on the topics mentioned 
above in van der Walt [13] and Browder [2]. 
* l‘his research W~HS partially supported by the National Science Foundation under 
Grant GP-I 3623. 
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The question of applying the Lefschetz type of local index theory to 
subsets of locally convex spaces was raised with the author by Browder 
and Ied to the result obtained in this paper. In particular, we use semi- 
complexes to define a local fixed point index on compact, convex subsets 
of locally convex spaces (thus giving a new proof of the Tychonoff 
theorem) and then extend the index to finite unions of compact, convex 
subsets. 
Before making a formal statement of our principal theorem, we give 
the following definition of a local index. 
DEFINITION 1 .I. Let 59 be a category of spaces and maps such that 
for each space X in 59, the total tech homology group H(X; Q) over the 
rationals is finitely generated. A Iocal fixed point index i on V is a 
function assigning an integer ;(f, U) to each open subset U of a space X 
in V and mapffrom 0, the closure of U, into X which is fixed point free 
on Bd U, the boundary of [J. This function is assumed to satisfy the 
following four axioms. 
Lf 1 (homotopy). If X E %‘, U is an open subset of X, and fi, for 
0 < t < I, is a homotopy such that for each 1, fi is a map from g into X 
which is fixed point free on Bd U, then i(fo , U) : ;(fi, U). 
Lf 2 (additive). If X E 97, U is an open subset of .I’ which contains 
mutually disjoint open subsets U, ,..., Ua and f is a map from 
0 into X which is fixed point free on ri .- (Jj”=, Ujl_ then 
i(f, U) = Cj”=, i(f 1 Uj , Uj). AI so, if f is fixed point free on U, then 
i(f, U) = 0. 
Lf 3 (normalization). If X t V and f is a map of ,Y into X, then 
;(f, X) = L(f), the Lefschetz number off. 
Lf 4 (commutative). If g: X -+ Y is a map of spaces in V, I/ is an 
open subset of I’, f is a map of r7 into X, .V = g-‘(V), and gf is fixed 
point free on Bd V, thenfg is fixed point free on Bd U and ;(fg, U) = 
ikf, J9 
Note that Lf 4 includes the following special cast. 
Lf 4’. Suppose that A is a subset of X with both A and X in V, that 
j: B -+ X is the inclusion map, that U is an open subset of -U, that f is 
a map of U into A, and that f is fixed point free on Bd U. If f’ = 
jf: i?+ X andf” =fi: A n U + A, then ;(f’, U) = ;(f”, A J? U). 
Remark 1.2. If X is in a category V which admits a local fixed point 
index, then Axioms Lf 2 and Lf 3 show that the Lefschetz fixed point 
theorem hoIds for X; i.e., the Lefschetz number of any map f: X -+ X 
is defined and is equal to zero for any fixed point free map. 
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ITor the rest of this paper WC will adopt the convention that all 
topological spaces considered arc assumed to have IIausdorff topologies. 
Most of our attention will bc focused on proving the thcorcm given 
below. 
\Ve will first devote Section 2 to a short proof of ‘I’heorem I .3 under 
the additional assumption that the topological vector spaces arc 
metrizable. The proof of this special cast uTil1 then serve as a model for 
the general result. In Section 3 we establish several theorems to replace 
those in the carlier proof that required metrizability, and then in the 
final section vve assemble these new results into a proof of Theorem 1.3. 
2, ‘I’fm METRIC CASE 
‘l’he proof of a metric form of Theorem 1.3 uses only well-known 
results about absolute neighborhood retracts (ANR’s) and, duo to its 
simplicity, is of some interest in its own right as well as providing 
motivation for the general proof, For definitions of terms which are 
not defined as they are introduced, the reader is referred to [IO]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If SW is the full suhcatego~y of G!! consisting of all 
jinite rmions of compact, convex subsets of locaEEy convex metric topological 
r!ertor spares, then W’ admits a local $-fixed point kde,v. 
Proof. If each object in W is shown to be an ANR, then we arc done. 
This follows from ‘l’heorem (3.7) and Remark (3.8) in [IO, p. 451 
which show that the category of all semicomplcx structures on ANR’s is 
fully reducible. Now Proposition (3.8) in [lo, p. 331 implies that the 
Hrowder fixed point index (defined in [2, Section 31) yields a local 
fixed point index on W. 
Clearly, every compact, convex subset of a locally convex metric 
topological vector space is a metrizable r-image of a convex subset of 
a locally convex space. Thus, as shown by Borsuk in [l, p, 851, such 
a set is an AR and, u fortiori, an ANR. Also, the intersection of any 
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two compact, convex subsets is again a compact, convex subset (possibly 
empty) and hence an ANR. 
We will now show, by induction on n, that the union of n compact, 
convex sets is an ANR. As just shown, the statement is true if n = 1. 
Assume the result is true for any integer less than n and let X = UT:, C, 
with each Ci being a compact, convex set. By hypothesis, Y = (J:z: Ci 
and C, are ANR’s. Further, 
Y n c, = (‘ii c*) n c, = n; (Cd n C,) 
i=l i=l 
which by the induction hypothesis is an ANR. Thus X = Y u C, is 
the union of two ANR’s whose intersection is an ANR and, as shown 
in 11, p. 901, X is an ANR. This completes the induction and shows 
that each object in W is an ANR. 1 
3, THE MAIN LEMMAS 
An examination of the preceding proof shows that three basic 
properties were required of ANR’s: (i) each ANR admits a semicomplex 
structure; (ii) compact, convex subsets of Iocally convex metric spaces 
are ANR’s; and (iii) the union of two ANR’s whose intersection is an 
ANR is also an ANR. Unfortunately, although nonmetric ANR’s have 
been studied, these useful properties are known only in the metric 
situation, 
A search of some of the older literature in topology produces a natural 
generalization of ANR’s to a nonmetric setting, This notion was first 
introduced by Lefschetz in [S, p. 1221 under the name of HLC* spaces 
and was later studied by the author in [IO, p. 341. As in [lo], we will refer 
to these as EC* spaces to achieve a more consistent notation with that 
used for 1ocaI connectedness in the sense of homology (see [IO, p. 361 
and 114, Chap, VI]). Of the three needed aspects of ANR’s, (i) was 
essentially proved in [lo] and will be discussed more fully in Section 4 
of this paper, while analogs of (ii) and (iii) will be established in this 
section. 
The term complex wiI1 always mean a finite simplicial complex, and 
we will call a subcomplex L of a complex K dense if L contains all 
vertices of K. If u is a simplex of a complex K, then 5 will stand for the 
subcomplex consisting of all faces of CT. If K is a complex, then we 
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denote by C,(K) th e n-dimensional chain group of K with coefficients in 
the field Q of rational numbers. This is considered as the free Q-module 
generated ,by the n-simplexes of K. The total chain complex is 
C(K) = IL=” C,,.(K) and the total homology group is H(K) = 
Czz:=, H,(K) where we again assume rational coefficients. 
As mentioned before, all spaces considered are assumed to be 
Hausdorfl’, and if X is a compact space, we will denote by Z(X) the set 
of all finite covers of X by open sets. This set is given a quasi-order 
under the relation of refinement where OL > /!I means that 01 refines /3. 
If DL E Z(X), then N, will stand for the complex which is the nerve of a. 
When 1.” is a subset of a space X and it: E Z(X), we say that a chain 
c E C,(N,,) is on U if, for each simplex 0 of c with vertices (V, ,,,., V,}, 
the set li n (fly=“=, Vi) is nonempty. 
We can now give the necessary definitions for Ic* spaces, 
DEFINITION 3. I. Let L be a dense subcomplex of a complex k’, 
and let M be another complex. A chain map r: C(L) + C(M) which has 
a constant Kronecker index on images of vertices in L is called a partial 
chain realization of k’ on h4. IfL = k’, then T will be caIIed a full chain 
realization or, more simply, a chain realization. 
It was originally assumed by Lefschetz that partial chain realizations 
preserved the Kronecker index. However, there is some technical 
advantage in assuming only a constant index in its images of vertices, 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let L be a dense subcomplex of a complex K and 
suppose that ,Y is a compact space with OL, TV E Z(X). A partial chain 
realization 7: C(L) + C(N,) of k’ on N, has mesh less than p (m(7) < p) 
if, for each simplex u E K, there exists U E ,u such that each chain in 
7(C(O. n L)) is on 7J. 
DEFINITIOK 3.3. A compact space X is an IL* space if for every 
pair CY, p E C(X) there exist 1y* = a*(~, p) > CY, p and p* = p*(p) > p 
in Z(X) such that if K is any complex, p E Z(X) refines OL*, and T’ is a 
partial chain realization of K on NB with ~(7’) < IL*, then there is a full 
chain realization, r, of K on NDva which extends 7’ and such that 
m(7) < p.. T can be taken as extending T’ by considering ND as a sub- 
complex of Npva , which makes C(N,) a chain subcomplex of C(N,,,). 
Our first result of this section parallels the well-known fact that 
compact, convex subsets of locally convex metric spaces are ANR’s. 
One comment should be made about the proof of this and the next 
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proposition. It is evident that these proofs are long and computational, 
whereas the proofs of the corresponding facts for ANR’s can be made 
quite short and elegant. The reason for this is that several properties 
are known to be equivalent to the property used to define ANR’s. Thus 
in constructing proofs about these spaces, one may choose that definition 
most suited to his needs. With EC* spaces, we must work with the only 
known definition whether or not it is particularly tractable. 
Unfortunately, the notion of partial chain reahzations generaIizes one 
of the least useful of the equivalent definitions for ANR’s. See, for 
example, [I, p. 1121 or [5, Chap. IV]. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. lj C is n compact, convex subset of a locally compact 
topological vector space T, then C is an EC* space. 
Proof. First, note th t a arguments of the type used by \Vilder in 
[14, p, 1761 make it clear that we can replace E(X) in Definition 3.3 
by any cofinal subset of itself. Thus, for convenience, we can repIace 
Z(C) by Z”(C), the set of all finite covers of C by convex open sets. 
We wiI1 prove, by induction on the dimension of K, that if o(, p E .&o(C) 
with E > p, then any partial chain realization T’: C(L) + C(N,) with 
~(7’) < p can be extended to a full chain realization 7: C(K) + C(N,) 
such that if 7J E p, g t K and r’(L fi ii} is on U, then ~(6) is also on U. 
It is evident that this is a stronger condition than required and hence is 
sufficient to show that C is an Ic’ space. 
In the event that the dimension of K is zero, any dense subcomplex 
must equal K so that the above condition is trivialIy satisfied. Assume 
now that this condition holds for a11 K of dimension less than n. 
Suppose we have K, 15, and r’ as described above and that the 
dimension of K is K Let a?2 be an n-simplex in K and set (~(a~) = ~‘(0”) 
if ofi EL. Suppose now that CT% $ L and note that 7’( au”) is either zero 
or a linear combination &,p,zj of minimal simple cycles of the form 
xi = xyLO s&-I where each D;-’ is an (n - I)-simplex in N, , the 
collection of all UT-~‘S is connected, and each s, is either I or - I. 
If ~‘(a@) = 0, then we can let $c+> = 0 and have an extension of T‘. 
Suppose next that I’ + 0. If WC show that each zj bounds a suitable 
chain cj , then we can set T(G~“) = &, pjcj and have an extension of 7’ 
to CP. Thus we Iose no generality by assuming that T’( @) = EL, s,$-~. 
We will postpone the general case and make the temporary assumption 
that m = n and hence that there are vertices VO ,..., V, in N, such 
that GT-~ is spanned by VO ,..,, P, ,..., V, . Here, as in the rest of this 
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paper, WC indicate the omission of a symbol from an expression by 
capping it with h. Sate that whiIe for each i, fijfi Vj + D, it is quite 
possible that flj Vj = Q so that the sets PYO ,..., V, do not necessarily 
bound a single r&mples in N, _ 
Let x,, F V. f? ... n Vi,. l c C, and let xi E V, f7 +++ 17 FY-, (7 *** 
n V,, C C for i :m I ,.,., n. If C is of finite dimension, then C is metrizablc 
and hence an ANR. Since ANR’s arc EC:* spaces, this would conclude 
our proof of Proposition 3.4. We now suppose that C (and hence any 
member of 3) is infinite dimensional and note that this allo\ss us to 
sclcct the points {xi) so that thev are in general position in the total _I 
space ‘I’. 
Define M to be the convex hull of the xi’s and observe that 41 is a 
gcomctric n-simplex as a subspacc of C. (SW, for example, Appendix 
One of [-?I.) Al so, the sets of LX intersected xvith M,, form a finite open 
cover of M by convex open sets. 
WC can now pick an integer k such that Mckj, the izth barycentric 
subdivision of M, has the following three properties: (i) If x is a vertex 
of .M’“‘, then the closed star of x is contained in a single member of CL 
(ii) In p’ t’ 1 Jr ICU ar, the closed star of any xi is contained in V,) n ... 
n fit 1 n ... n I;,, if i + 0 or in V, n *I. n V,?+, if i = 0. (iii) A 
vcrtcs x of M@) which is in the face of n/I spanned by X, ,..., 2; ,..., X, 
has its cIosed star in Ml”) contained in some one of the sets V,, ,..., 
Pi ,..., I;, . This latter condition can be met since the face of M spanned 
by x0 ,111, 2? ,..., x,, is a subset of Vi 1 because each of these vertices is in 
C$, and Vi 1 is convex. 
Start to define a vcrtcx transformation u from M(“) into Nm by first 
letting z(xi) = Vi for i = O,..., n. Now index the remaining vertices 
of fifth”’ as a set {xj) with j > p1 and define z(xj) to be a set Vj E w such 
that the closed star of xj in n/lck) is contained in Vj _ Jn light of (iii) in the 
sclcction of Mlk), WC may suppose that if xj is in a face of M spanned by 
x() )..., 6, ). . .) x,, ) then I’, is one of the sets I’, ,,,,, p, ,..., c/,, . 
CIearly, if any set of vertices in ;M(Ii) spans a simplex in M’k), then tho 
image of this set under o spans a simplex in N. ‘l’hus 2’ induces a chain 
map 0 f : C(W2J) + C(iV,). A sum of all (72 - I )-simplcxes of Icl(“) 
that are subfaces of i’M may be formed into a cycle z,-~ in C(M(“‘) by 
a suitable selection of $- 1 coefficients. Hence, since M’“1 is acyclic, 
there exists a chain c, E C(Ml~)) such that i’c, .z n-.l . Note that by 
the way the Vj’s were chosen, any (n - I)-simplex, p, in zr,-, that is a 
subface of the face spanned by *T” ,..., Si ,..., x,, has an image v-(p) that 
is eitJler zero or +$-‘. A simple induction argument on II now shows 
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that TI,(.z,~~) = f x7=“=, stc$-‘. For convenience, let us suppose that 
the plus sign occurs and then observe that ao,(c,) = v~(&,) = 
W#(xn-l) = x;o s&-l. Thus we can define T(u”) to be zl+(cn) and have 
an extension of T’ to un which clearly has the property that if T’(S I-J L) 
is on a set U E p, then ~(6”) is also on U. 
Finally, we must deal with the situation where T’(&P) = Cy4 ~&-r 
and m > 1~. In this case we can invoke the induction hypothesis that a 
partial chain realization of any complex J of dimension less than n on 
N, can be extended to all of J into N, _ This alIows us to express 
x,2, sicrlP1 as a sum of two new cycles of the same form (one adding 
and the other subtracting additional (n - I)-simplexes). Continuing 
this process, the finiteness of K shows that we can decompose CT.“=, s&r 
into a sum of cycles of the same form but each containing only n + 1 
simplexes. The preceding work on the special case now shows that each 
of these summands bounds an appropriate n-chain. Hence so does their 
sum x7.!“=, s&l and we can extend r’ to un as desired. By repeating this 
for each n-simplex in K, we extend 7’ to a full chain realization T of K 
on N, that satisfies the required conditions. 
This completes our induction and shows that partial chain realizations 
of complexes of all dimensions can bc extended. Hence C is an EC* 
space as claimed. [ 
The proof of our next proposition requires the introduction of some 
further notation. If X is a space and cy, /3 E E(X) with cy. > p, then we 
can define a vertex transformation r from N, to ND by assigning each 
set U E 01 to some set Y E /J such that U C V. This induces a chain map 
QT~*: C(N,) -+ C(N,) which is called a projection. Such a chain map is, 
of course, not unique, but it is well-known that any two such projections 
are chain homotopic. We will always assume that in the above situation 
if U is also in p, then rr of U is taken to be 1J. 
We next show that the Zc* spaces share the useful behavior of ANR’s 
under unions. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose X = Xl u X2 and X0 = Xl n X2 where 
X, and X2 are compact Hausdorff spaces. If X, , Xl and X2 are lc* spaces, 
then so is X. 
Proof. Let us first establish some notation to distinguish between 
the lc* structures of the various spaces considered. For this purpose, 
replace the asterisk superscript in Definition 3.3 with a superscript i 
when talking about the Zc* structure on X( for i = 0, 1, or 2. Thus, for 
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example, WC have functions U” = c#(u, p) and p” = p*(p) for IU and ,.L 
in 2(X,). 
Every Ic* space is 0-Zc (locally connected) at each point as shown in 
[14, p. 1781. Th us, by a simple argument from general topology, we see 
that X, as well as X0 , XI, and X2, must be locally connected and 
hence have arbitrarily fine covers by connected open sets. ‘1‘0 utilize 
this fact, we introduce the notation Z’(S) to stand for the collection 
of all finite covers of a compact space by open connected sets. Henceforth, 
it will be assumed that the functions in the Ic* structures of Si for 1. = 0, 
1, and 2 all take values in A”(AYi). This involves no loss in generality 
since if it is not the case, they can be replaced by new functions that 
have this property. We also establish the convention that if S,, is a 
subspace of a space Sand iy. GA’:(S), then r n S;, 7 (Tin SC, / C.; E 3) EZ(S,,). 
T,ct CY, /L E S(S) and pick p’ t S(X) such that cc’ is a star refinement 
of p. We now let a2 - ~Y~(:Y n X, , CL’ n X,) E L”(X,) and pick a cover 
No IZ E’(X) such that LYE n X, > a2 and a2 is a common rcfincmcnt of CY 
and p’. This can be done as follows. For each UE: uyz there exists an 
open set U’ iz ,J’ such that U’ n X = L’ and there exist ?’ E CY C-I X, 
and WE TV’ n X, such that CC T’ n IV. Now P =-: V’ n -‘r:, and 
W = W’ n X2 for some sets V’ F 01 and W’ E p’, and we let U” 
U’ n V’ n W’. Note that 
Form a cover g2 E z’(X) by letting & consist of one such set U” for each 
UE 2 plus all sets of the form S n T n (X - X,) where 5’ E IU and 
II’ E p’- Clearly, 5, > a, E, ) /L’ and 6a n X2 = ~3. Finally, me let CQ 
be a refinement of U, where cc2 E Z’(A’). 
Let j2 =:: &A’ n X,) E .Z’(X,), and, as above, let jiz E S(S) such 
that p2 n /k2 = p2 and ,& B p’, 7’0 conclude the work with X2, select 
a cover pLz t L”(X) which is a star refinement of &, _ 
We now repeat this process for X, and X,--picking covers ~9 -.z 
d(o+ n ix-1 ) p2 n X,) f .qaY1), cy1 E Z’(X), /2 = I*y/.L2 n 5,) E .r(S,), 
p, E Z(X), p2 F z”(S), dJ = db(al n X,, , pl n Avo) E JY(Xo), ao t Z’(,Y), 
p0 = /1.0&I n XC,) E S’(X,,), p, G Z(*U) and ,.+, E Z’(X). These are chosen 
so that a, n X, > oil, a, is a common refinement of mp and pz, 
PI n XI = PI, PI > pz , pz is a star refinement of jiI , a0 n X0 > d, OL,, 
is a common refinement of a1 and pI , pir;, n X0 = p(‘, &, > fcr , and p0 
is a star refinement of jiU . 
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We now claim that the functions defined by letting N* = a*(a, p) = cyO 
and picking a star refinement p* = p*(p) E E’(X) of pU give X an EC* 
structure. Suppose that 7’: C(L) --f C(N,) is a partial chain realization 
of a complex K on NO , where /3 > cy* and ~$7’) < p*. As we have 
observed earlier, it is sufficient to study lc* structures on cofinal sub- 
families of the collection of finite covers by open sets. Thus we may 
assume that /3 E Z’(X). 
Assume for the moment that there exists a non-negative integer n 
and a simplicial map Y from L tnJ to N, such that the following diagram 
commutes. 
C(L) +I q&J 
Ii’ 
.p) 
Y 
C(P)) 
Here Lln) is the nth barycentric subdivision of L, x(n) is the usual 
derivation chain map, and v also stands for the chain map induced by V. 
For full definitions of these terms as well as other notation used in this 
proof, the reader is referred to [4]. Note that if the above condition 
holds for iz, then it holds for any WE > n since in the following diagram 
we can let 3 = ~4, where $ is the standard projection of Lcrn) to L(B). 
Note that fi is simplicially induced and ;~(‘a) = VC$X(~-~)X(~) = q(n) = T’. 
In view of this we will assume without loss of generality that n 3 1. 
Observe also that if X,, = ia, then X is clearly an EC* space. Hence we 
will assume that X0 f 0. 
A brief outline may help keep track of the progress of the proof. 
We first extend v to a partial chain realization i of Kc”) on NO by using 
induction on the dimension of simplexes in K - L. Next i, is extended 
to a full chain realization of Kfn,) on NBVa which, when composed with 
X(R): C(K) -+ C(K(“J), yields a full chain realization of K on NBya 
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that extends T’ and has mesh less than ,u,. To start, we define G to be 
equal to z’ on L(“) and note that, since I, is dense in K, there are no 
O-simpleses in K ~ L. 
Suppose that u = 1 a, 6 j is a l-simplex of K ---- L. Since m(~‘) --:: pL” 
(and hence m(6) -:.: p*), there exists a set WE p* such that C(Q) and $6) 
are on IV. If IV n ,Y,) i- G’, pick a set T E ,O such that il’ n It’n X,, ,, u 
and define L; to take the value T on any vertex of ISN’T) other than u or 6. 
If JV n -1;, = D, then IV C X ~ -Y, or CI’L S .- Xi , since W is 
connected. Thus both ~(a) and c(b) arc on .Y, or both arc on X, In the 
first case, let CT be chosen to be either ~(a) or ~(6) so that, if possible, t.: 
is also on -T;:, and define G to take the v&c U on any vertex of ~3)~~ other 
than LI or h. If neither ~(a) nor ~(6) is also on X, , then arbitrarily select 
1: to be either ~(a) or s(h) and proceed as above. In the second case, 
where I;(Q) and c(b) arc on AT2 , reverse the roles of I and 2 in the preceding 
discussion and define V similarlv. 
I,ct us assume, as an induction hypothesis, that we have continued 
in this way and defined c on all vertices in tho nth subdivision of all 
simplexes of K ~~ J, whose dimension is less than i. Suppose u E K ~ 1, 
is an i-simplex. By virtue of the facts that m(v) e< p* and EL* is a star 
refinement of pLo, it folIows from the manner of definition of F that 
there exists VF p,! such that for each face p of a simplex in the zzth 
subdivision of Ar for which 1; is defined we have c(p) on 1,‘. If 
1’ A X,, + ~2, pick a set A F ,f3 such that H A V n *Y,, / ti and 
define v to take the value R on any vertex of 3”) which is not a vertex in 
the 12th subdivision of i,ff. If I’ n X, -.: O, then I7 L S ~~ IY, or 
I’C S --- X, and either G(P) is on S, for all p described above or I 
is on .YZ for all such p. In the first cast, pick a set Y E j which is a vertex 
of a simplex of I for one of the simplexes p specified above. If possible, 
pick 1’ so that Y ---which is already on X, is also on X2 and hence on 
X0. If this is not possible, choose any allowable set Y. Now define i; to 
take the value Y at any vertex of 6(r4) which is not a vertex in the nth 
subdivision of SU. 
Lotting Lc”) = L(I~’ u {all vertices of Kc”))-, we can conclude bv 
induction that G: C(L(“l) -3 C(N,,) is a partial chain realization of k’(“r 
on A$ . v will first be extended as much as possible into the part of A:, 
on -k;, and then into the parts on X, and X, , 
T,ct AT;“) be the subcomplex of KtPL) consisting of all simplescs CT cs: Ktn) 
such that every fact of D which is in i (~1 has an image under fi that is on 
rU, . If we let PO :-z /3 z-7 X0, we SW that fi induces a partial chain 
realization of K$‘) on N,,” of mesh less than ,uO. Since ,EJ > ‘Y*, ,8,, > no 
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and the EC* structure of X,, allows this partial chain realization to be 
extended to a full chain realization i”: C(Khnl) + C(NB,u~a,nx,~) of 
mesh less than p1 CI X,, . Note that x~~~~“~““o’~O agrees with $&,; on 
l;(n) n Kp) so that these chain maps together define a chain map 
co : C(I9 u KC’) --f C(N,“,J. 
Let Kin1 be the subcomplex of K(m) consisting of all D E .K” such 
that every face of u that is in L ‘(Q) u Kp) has an image under tie that is 
on Xi . Letting fir = p n X, , we note that co induces a partial chain 
realization of Kjn) on NO1,,l of mesh less that ~1. Since j3i u d > d, 
the IL* structure of Xi allows an extension to a full chain realization 
9: C(Kinl) + C(N~lv(,,,x,~) of mesh less than pLz n X, , Now z-~$$@‘~)G’ 
agrees with rDUa, ,, B” lfi on the intersection of their domains. Therefore these 
define a new chain map i$ : C(Lln) u Kin1 u Ki”‘) -+ C(NDUa2). 
Let KLn) be the subcomplex of K(n) consisting of all simplexes D f K(“’ 
such that any face of u that is in L -In) u Kc’ v KjR1 has an image under 
i, that is on X2 _ Set & = /3 n X2 and observe that ;I induces a partial 
chain realization of .Ki”) on NB,,,aa of mesh less than p2, Using the EC* 
structure of X2 , extend this to a full chain realization i+ : C(Ki”‘) ---f 
CWs,“(anx*) ) of mesh less than CL’ n X, . Since ~~~~~~~~~~~~ and $$?z$ 
agree on the common part of their domain, these define a new chain 
map G2 : C(i;‘n’ u Kp) u Ki’&) u Kg”‘) + C(N,,,) which has mesh less 
than p. To conclude, we note that vi extends ci;i-l and that fro extends fi. 
Moreover, L(“’ u (&, Kin’) = Kin), so that ;Z is a full chain realization 
of Kc”) that extends fi. As noted earlier, this implies the existence of an 
extension of 7’ to a full chain realization of K on Nsva . 
For the immediate purposes of this paper, we could conclude our 
proof of Proposition 3.5 at this point, since our use of EC* structures to 
define semicomplex structures in Section 4 will only require the extension 
of partial chain realizations with the property assumed for 7’ of factoring 
into a simplicial map and a chain derivation. However, since Proposition 
3.5 is of some interest in its own right, we will complete its proof by 
showing that any partial chain realization can he extended. 
We now drop any assumptions on 7’: C(L) -+ C(N,) except that it 
is a partial chain realization of K on ND of mesh Iess than CL*. For each 
simplex u EL, pick a simplex p1 in ~‘(a) whose coefficient y1 has absolute 
value less than or equal that of any other simplex in T’(O). Build a chain 
ND by starting with ri/( 1 rr 1) p1 and adding simplexes from T’(O) one 
at a time to cancel out the simplexes in 8~~ . Continue canceling out 
faces of the new simplexes until the process cannot be carried on. This 
yields a chain cl(o) which is a summand of ~‘(a), has coefficients f 1, 
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and has a boundary which is either zero or a multiple of a cycle that is 
a summand of a(,‘(~)) = ,‘(a(~)). 
Now repeat this process on T’(U) - 1 r1 / cl(a) to form a new chain 
ca(~). This can be iterated to complete a decomposition of ~‘(a) into a 
linear combination 2% uici(u) of the cJo)‘s, which we will refer to as 
elementary chains. 
The elementary chains may now bc fitted together to define a sot 
ii’ = {&‘> of chain maps such that (i) for each k, h, : C(L) + C(N,) 
with the property that for each D EL, A,(‘( u is a scalar multiple (possibly ) 
zero) of one of the elementary chains ci{o), and (ii) 7’ is a linear com- 
bination z,,. : b,X,; of the A,’ E 11. Due to the simple nature of each ;I,;’ 
and the fact that L is finite, we observe that each partial chain realization 
h,;’ satisfies the condition employed in the first part of the proof, i.e., 
there exists an integer nk and a simplicially induced chain map v,; such 
that h,;’ = E’,;~ (*I. Thus, as we have seen, each & can be extended to 
a full chain realization h,. of R on N,+ . Finally, since T’ = ClL b,$,,.‘, we 
see that T  = x:k b,A,( is the desired extension of 7’ to a full chain 
realization of K on DIN . 1 
4, Ic* SPACES AND SEMICOMPLEXES 
The only property of ANR’s used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
which we have not duplicated for EC* spaces is that every ANR has a 
semicomplex structure. We will now supply this missing step and then 
give the proof of Theorem I .3. 
If X is a compact Hausdorff space, and LX E L’(X), then the support of 
a simplex D E IV is denoted by sup( ) o and is the union of all elements 
in IX which are vertices of 0. The support of a chain c E C(N,) is the 
union of the supports of all simplexes in IVR which appear in c with 
nonzero coefficients when c is written in its simplest form. If K is a 
complex and 4: C(K) 4 C(N,) is a chain map, then the support of 
$(C(K)) is the union of the supports of all chains in C(N,) which occur 
in the image of C(K) under 4. The reader is reminded that rational 
coefficients are assumed for all chain groups. 
The following definition of a semicomplex is given in [lo, p. 231. 
WFINITION 4.1. A semicomplex, S(X) = {+Y, 9, Q, a0 , C), is a 
quintuple where X is a compact Hausdorff space; .F is a collection of 
finite covers of 9 by connected open sets which is cofinal in X(X); Sz is a 
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cofinal subset of Z(X); q, is a function from 9 into Q such that for each 
X E 9, u,(h) > h; and C is a function assigning to A E JJ a family, C, , of 
chain maps consisting of one or more chain maps c,B: C(N,) + C(N,) 
for every pair a, fl E 52 such that a > /3 > a,(h). These chain maps c,E 
are called antiprojections and are assumed to preserve the Kronecker 
index as well as satisfy the following axioms. 
(i) If 01 > /3 > y > a,(h), CL, p, y E Q, and c,o, c,’ E C, , then 
there exists a chain homotopy d,” connecting c,~ and c,yrYfi such that 
for each u t Na there is a set U E X with 
sup(u) u sup(c,yu)) u sup(A,fi(u)) c u. 
(ii) If 0: > /3 > y > a,(h), N, /I, y E Sz, and ~~7, C,Y E C, , then 
there exists a chain homotopy r,v connecting coy and X~V,Y such that 
for each cr E N, there is a set V E h with 
sup(u) u sup(cBqo)) u sup(rfl”f(u)) c v. 
(iii) If c1 > q,(X), IY E ~‘2, and caa E C, , then cz, : H(N, ; Q) --+ 
H(N, ; Q) is an idempotent endomorph&m whose image is exactly the 
image of the projection homomorphism p, : H(X; Q) -+ H(N, ; Q), 
(iv) If I*, h E 9 with p > h, then [Y&U) > a”(A), and if LY > p > 
O&L), CI, /3 E ~2, c,‘$.L) E C,, , and cnB(X) E CA , then there exists a chain 
homotopy 8,* connecting these two antiprojections such that for each 
0 E NB there is a set W t h with sup(~) u sup(c,~(h)(o)) u sup(B,B((~)) C W. 
As before, we will call X the underlying space of S(X) and call S(X) 
a semicomplex structure on X, 
Henceforth the term semicomplex will be contracted to SC. 
In [lo, p. 371, th e author gave four special properties and defined 
an EC* space to be standard if it possessed all of these properties. It was 
then shown that any standard EC* space admitted an SC-structure. 
Unfortunately, it seems to be impossible to show that the EC* structure 
produced in the proof of Proposition 3.4 is standard. 
To get around this problem, we first note that one of the properties 
of standard Zc* spaces is true for all EC* spaces. This is given below as 
Property S. 
Property S. Let X be an Ic* space and adopt the notation of 
Definition 3.3. The EC* structure has Property S if, given any a and p 
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in Z(X) such that OL is a doubIe star refinement of I-L, then for the 7 of 
Definition 3.3 not only is W(T) c p but also M($~~T) < p. 
Remnrk 4.2. It is easy to see as in [IO, p. 381 that any I&* structure 
on a space X can be used to construct a new lc* structure which will 
have Property S. Hence we may assume with no loss of generality that 
all h** spaces have Property S. 
The remaining three conditions for standard Zc* spaces that cannot 
be verified for the k* structures defined for the compact, convex sets 
were used in [IO] to establish Axioms (ii) and (iv) for a semicomplex. 
Of these, Axiom (ii) will pose no difficulty since we have now found a 
proof which does not use any of the standard properties other than 
Property S. This proof will be given later in this section. 
The final problem will be removed by introducing the following 
slightIy hveakened version of Axiom (iv) for scmicomplexcs. 
.&Cm (iv’). If h, p E .P with p > h; u > ,B; CX, /3 EL! with /3 refining 
both 43 and 44; rho(h) E C; and can(p) E C;;, ; then there exists a 
chain homotopy B,?” connecting these two a&projections such that for 
each D E N,< there is a set IV/ h with 
sup(o) u sup(r,“(A)(cr)) u sup(8Nyo)) c w. 
Remark 4.3. All results involving semicomplexes that arc known to 
the author in particular those in 12, 9, 10, and 1 11 -remain valid if 
Axiom (iv’) is used instead of Axiom (iv) for semicomplexes. In view of 
this fact and the following proposition, we will henceforth use the term 
semicomplex to imply axioms (i), (ii) and (iii) of Definition 4.1 and 
Axiom (iv’). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Ecery ?c* space admits a semicomplex structure 
(GL the sense of Bxionzs (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv’)). 
The proof of this proposition must be postponed until after some 
necessary tools from [lo] are introduced. 
It is a well-known result of IIanncr that if X is an ANR with metric p 
and Y is any space, then for every E > 0 there exists a S > 0 such that 
if fu and fi arc maps of Y into X with p(f&y), f,(y)) < 6 for all y E Y, 
then thcrc exists a homotopy fi, for 0 < 1 < 1, connecting f0 and fi 
such that for each y E Y the diameter of the set of all points fi(y) for 
0 < t .< 1 is less than E. The definitions below lead to a corresponding 
result for chain realizations onto the nerves of EC* spaces. 
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DEFINITION 4.5. Let (Y, TV. E Z(X) for a space X, and let 7, p: C(R) -3 
C(N,) be chain realizations of a complex K on N, . T and p are called 
p-close if they have equal nonzero Kronecker indices on O-simplexes 
and if for every simplex 0 E K there exists U E p such that each chain 
in +2(G) or pC(ci) is on U. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Let 7, p: C(K) + C(N,) be chain reahzations of 
a complex K on N, where cy E Z’(X) for a space X, and let d: C(K) -+ 
C(N,) be a chain homotopy connecting T and p, If p E Z(X), then d is 
of mesh less than p (m(o) < p) if for each simplex 0 E K there exists 
U E p such that each chain in d(C(5)) is on U. 
The following result was established in [IO, p- 401. 
THEOREM 4.7. If X is an Ic” space and CI, p E Z(X), then there exist 
covers ii = (Y(LY, cl) > a, p and ,G = ,I+) > p in L’(X) with the following 
property. lf~, p: C(K) -+ C(N,) are ji-close chain realizations of a complex 
K on NB where ,!I > E, then there exists a chain homotopy A: C(K) -+ 
C(N,,,) with m(A) < p which connects r and p. 
Remark 4.8. As with Icy spaces and Property S, we can assume 
without loss of generality that if LY is a double star refinement of t-l, then 
not only is m(A) < p but also rti @“=d is a chain homotopy of mesh less 
than p which connects $+ and rrfuap. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Let X be an EC* space and adopt the 
notation of Definition 3.3 and Theorem 4.7. To simplify notation, 
assume that for each cover h E E(X) we have picked a cover h’ E J’(X) 
such that X’ is a double star refinement of h. 
Let 9 be the set of all covers in -Z(X) which are composed of connected 
sets. Let h E 4 and set h, = A@‘), X, = A*(&‘), and a,(h) = As’. Let 
J-2 = IjL E E(X) I p > a,(A) f or some h E .Y}. We now have a function 
a0 from I into 8 such that a*(X) > h for each h E 4. 
Suppose A E 9 and lu, p E Q with cy. > /3 > o+,(h). Let ir = $01, h’) 
and let E* = E*(‘Y, h,‘). When it is necessary to indicate the dependence 
of 5 on ;\ as well as on a, we will shorten the notation G(cc, A’) to the more 
manageabIe form &(A). If L, is the dense subcomplex of NB consisting 
of its vertices, then we can define a partial chain realization T’: C(Lb) + 
C(N,,) by assigning to each vertex U E p a set V E Or* such that 
U n V # a. From the manner in which the covers have been picked, 
it is clear that m(r’) < h, . Thus there exists 7: C(N,) -+ C(N,,,) 
which extends T’ and is such that 71~(‘rr,*“%) < A,‘. Let ~,fl(A) = ~~“-5, 
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and let c,fl(h) = .rr,B&fi(A) which is of mesh less than the star of X,‘. Let 
C,fl(h) be the set of all maps c,B(h) which can be selected as above, and 
let C be the function which assigns to each h E 9 the set of chain maps 
CA = (c,~(h) E CUB(h) 1 u > p > so(h)}. We will refer to members of C, 
as caB when it is not necessary to indicate the dependence on ;\. Note 
that each c,,h’ preserves the Kronecker index. It is shown in [IO, p. 431 
that S( .U) :- {X, -u’, Q, ‘yO, Cj satisfies Axioms (i) and (iii) of Definition 4. I _ 
dxiom (ii). Suppose E > p 3> y ‘> a,(h), cy, 0, y E Q!, and ~~7, 
c:; c C,, Pick S E B such that 8 is a common refinement of h and fi and 
note that by our construction cBy and $c,~y are h,-close. ‘l’hus there 
exists a chain homotopy divg : C(V,) + C(hip”,) such that illiy = 
VP BuBd$v8 has mesh less than X’ and connects coy : ~mB~g:’ and x1Fc6’fl = 
“0 7ifCa’. a Likewise there mists a chain homotopy ipXy of mesh less than h’ 
that connects cuy and TT,~c~~. Combining d,j~ and X~YD~Y (which connects 
7rtiacms and rrTTMRc6Y 1~ ~,~R7r,fi~6~), we have a chain homotopy F,y connecting 
c,;y and ~T,~Y~Y. Moreover, since x’ is a double star refinement of h, a 
routine check shows that for each u E *qTY tbcrc is a set V E A with 
sup(u) u sup(c,Y(n)) u sup(F$qa)) c v. 
Axiom (iv’). Suppose that h, p E .Y; II > /3; a, /3 E r;2 with both (t 
and /3 refining both or,)(h) and q&-L); c~<~(A) F C, ; and c,‘+(p) E C, , Note 
that a(h) > 11 and hence is in Sz. ‘I’hus there exists a chain map c,$~~(P) E C,h 
which is casiIy seen to be X,-dose to ~;r(~)(;l). This guarantees the existence 
of a chain homotopy of mesh less that h’ which connects 7~~(“&)(~) 
and c*fi(X) = ~~“)~~?in,(X). Al so, by Axiom (ii) above, r,+) and x~‘“‘c$,,,(~) 
arc connected by a chain homotopy of mesh less than p’ (which is a 
double star refinement of h since p > h). Combining these two results, 
we see that c,;‘(h) and c4+.) are connected by a chain homotopy 0&B such 
that for each u E NA there is a set WE X with sup(a) u sup(c,@(X)(n)) u 
sup(6l,fl(u)) L Cc’. This verifies Axiom (iv’) and completes the proof that 
{X, .a, n, ‘-Ye , Cl- is an SC. 1 
FITe now have a11 of the component parts of a nonmetric model of 
the proof of Proposition 2. I. 
Pyoof of Theorem 1.3, Let C be an object in %‘, i.e., a finite union 
of compact, convex subsets of a locally convex topological space. 
Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 together with the same induction process 
used in the proof of Proposition 2.1 show that C is an EC* space. 
Our proof in [I 0, Theorem (3.7)] that the category of all SC-structures 
on standard lc* spaces is fully reducible made no use of the fact that the 
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fc* spaces were standard, but required only that the spaces had SC- 
structures. Since we have just shown that all Zc* spaces admit SC- 
structures, it follows that the category 2 of all SC-structures on Zc* 
spaces is fully reducible. Thus the subcategory 02 of all SC-structures 
on spaces in ~12 is aIso fully reducible. Finally, by Proposition (3.8) in 
[IO, p. 331, the Browder fixed point index on @ induces a local fixed 
point index on OZ. 
Only one difficulty remains. We have defined an integral-valued 
index in Definition 1.1, but the Browder index may assume nonintegral 
rational values on an arbitrary SC. Fortunately, this does not happen 
for the SC-structures that we have constructed on objects in OV. As was 
observed in [lo, p, 451, the Browder index will assume only integral 
values if all antiprojections (cga} preserve integral chains, i.e., if the 
image of any chain with integer coefficients is again a chain with integer 
coefficients. A check of the k* structures constructed in Propositions 3.4 
and 3.5 shows that their functions wil1 extend integral partial chain 
realizations to integral full realizations. Thus when these are employed 
in the proof of Proposition 4.4, they produce antiprojections (cfiN> 
which preserve integral chains. This gives us the desired integer-valued 
local fixed point index on a. 1 
Remark 4.9. In conclusion, we note that there. is a concomitant 
benefit to producing a fixed point index via semicomplexes. It is shown 
in [lo, Section VI] that an SC-structure exists on the product of any 
finite number of spaces, each of which admits an SC-structure. A similar 
statement for retracts of spaces with SC-structures is established in 
[l I]. Thus the local fixed point index that we have defined for the 
category of finite unions of compact, convex sets can be extended to 
spaces formed by any finite sequence of products and retracts of the 
objects in @-or any other spaces that admit SC-structures. 
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